"Implementation is simply getting things done, making an idea real. Implementation is where the advocates and journalists can sometimes turn aside, moving on to the next story or cause.

The details needed for the endgame is where most ideas, policies and programs fail.

Getting things done is central to this story because to achieve the systemic change necessary to eliminate the causes of worker abuse, the program had to work; its success measured by metrics of real and enduring change in the fields."

- Susan L. Marquis
Dean of the Pardee RAND Graduate School, on the Fair Food Program
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About FFSC

Mission
The mission of the Fair Food Standards Council (FFSC) is to monitor the development of a sustainable agricultural industry that advances the human rights of farmworkers, the long-term interests of growers, and the ethical supply chain concerns of retail food companies through implementation of the Fair Food Program. For more information, visit fairfoodstandards.org.

Board of Directors
Rev. Noelle Damico - National Economic and Social Rights Initiative
Dr. Patrick Mason - Department of Economics, Florida State University
Cheryl Queen - Vice President of Corporate Communications, Compass Group
Santiago Perez - Coalition of Immokalee Workers
Nely Rodríguez - Coalition of Immokalee Workers
Steven Hitov - Coalition of Immokalee Workers

Executive Director
Judge Laura Safer Espinoza is a recently retired New York State Supreme Court Justice who served in New York and Bronx Counties for twenty years. She was Deputy Supervising Judge for five years. Justice Safer Espinoza helped to design, and became the first presiding judge of, the Bronx Treatment Court, an innovative alternative to incarceration for non-violent offenders.

Justice Safer Espinoza has an extensive history of work with government, human rights and legal organizations in the US and Latin America. She has taught and lectured extensively on judicial transparency in Latin America, working with numerous organizations - including the US Department of State, the Conference of Western Attorney Generals, law schools, universities, governments and non-governmental organizations - to support law reform efforts by training advocates in more transparent legal systems. From 2009 through 2011, she designed and directed trainings for thousands of judges and attorneys in Mexico. Judge Safer Espinoza has also helped to launch and advise treatment courts in Chile and Brazil. She authored the keynote chapter of Chile’s first book on alternative courts in 2006.

Justice Safer Espinoza received her BA from Barnard College and her JD cum laude from New York Law School. She is a recipient of the City University of New York's Women in the Law Award and a 2015 Purpose Prize from Encore.org.
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History

Whether carried out by slaves, sharecroppers, or an immigrant labor force, farm labor has always been one of the lowest paid and least protected jobs in the United States.

Today, in both the US and many other countries, much of the food we eat is still grown and harvested by women and men who do backbreaking work for poverty wages.

When you walk down the produce aisle, what are you buying?
Was the human being who picked the produce treated fairly?
How can you be sure?

“Poverty among farmworkers is more than double that of all wage and salary employees.”
- US Department of Agriculture

“...low wages, sub-poverty annual earnings, [and] significant periods of un- and underemployment.”
- US Department of Labor

$15,000 - $17,500
Average Annual Farmworker Earnings

30%
Farmworker families living below the federal poverty line

Bean harvesting in Florida
1937

Strawberry harvesting in Florida

Today
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It isn’t just that farmworkers are poor. On most farms, they must also go into the fields each day knowing that they will be subject to abuse and dangerous conditions.

Farmworkers frequently experience harassment and discrimination, sexual assault, physical violence, verbal abuse, serious injuries, and exposure to dangerous heat and storms.

Due to wage theft and minimum wage violations, many aren’t even paid what they are legally owed for their labor.

It may be hard to believe, but farmworkers also face situations of modern-day slavery - according to the definition of forced labor and high standard of proof required under federal law. In these cases, workers are held against their will - through the use or threat of violence, or other forms of intimidation - and forced to work for little or no money.6

When you buy fruits and vegetables, what are you bringing into your home?

Sexual Harassment
Sexual Assault
Discrimination
Physical Violence
Verbal Abuse
Wage Theft
Slavery
Lightning
Pesticide Exposure
Heat Stroke
Death

80% Of farmworker women are sexually harassed or assaulted6

100 Number of US farmworkers who suffer a serious lost-work-time injury every day2

The fatality rate for farmworkers is 7 times higher than the rate for all workers in private industry6

Pioneering a worker-centered approach to slavery investigations and prosecutions, CIW helped to free over 1500 workers from slavery operations in the Southeastern US.

When you buy fruits and vegetables, what are you bringing into your home?
Since 2011, this reality has been dramatically changed for many farmworkers as a result of the groundbreaking Fair Food Program (FFP), which brings together farmworkers, consumers, food retailers, and growers to achieve humane labor standards and better wages in agriculture.

The FFP was created by the Coalition of Immokalee Workers (CIW), a human rights organization founded by farmworkers in southwest Florida. In the early 1990s, the CIW began organizing to address the abusive conditions and stagnant wages suffered by farmworkers for generations. During those efforts, CIW members uncovered multiple, horrific cases of modern-day slavery: entire crews of workers held against their will and forced to work for little or no pay through the threat, or use, of violence. Pioneering a worker-centered approach to the investigation and prosecution of these cases, CIW helped to free over 1500 workers from slavery operations in the Southeastern US, and put more than a dozen farm bosses in prison for sentences of up to 30 years. In 2010, the CIW became the first domestic organization to receive the US State Department's anti-slavery “Hero” Award, and was awarded a Presidential Medal for Extraordinary Public Service.

After more than a decade of successful prosecutions, however, the CIW came to a pivotal realization: stopping individual slavery operations does not constitute victory in the fight against slavery. No matter how many slavery rings were uncovered and shut down, the vast imbalance of power between farmworkers and their employers that allowed forced labor to take root in the first place remained, and new slavery operations inevitably took the place of those that had been uprooted.

Realizing that the key to bringing about a truly “new day” in agriculture was redressing that underlying imbalance of power, the CIW sought a new source of leverage to level the playing field and enforce farmworkers’ fundamental human rights. They located that leverage not in the fields, but rather at the top of the supply chain, in the volume purchasing power of the retail food giants. In fact, the high degree of consolidation in the food industry already meant that multi-billion dollar brands could leverage their market power to demand lower prices from growers, thereby creating downward pressure on farmworkers’ wages and working conditions.

Seeking to reverse this trend and harness the retailers’ purchasing power to improve, rather than impoverish, farmworkers’ lives, the CIW launched its Campaign for Fair Food in 2001. Farmworkers and a national network of consumers asked companies at the top of the agricultural supply chain to use their market power as a force for good by paying a premium – a penny more a pound - for their produce, to be used as a wage supplement for farmworkers, and by agreeing to purchase only from growers who implemented a human rights-based Code of Conduct on their farms. Seventeen years later, 14 major buyers - including McDonald’s, Subway, Whole Foods, and Walmart - have joined the Fair Food Program. As a result, growers representing over 90 percent of Florida tomato production and major tomato operations in six other states on the East Coast, as well as strawberry and pepper operations in Florida, have agreed to implement the Fair Food Code of Conduct on their farms.

The Program’s swift and dramatic achievements have been widely recognized. An estimated 35,000 workers now enjoy unprecedented human rights protections and their working conditions have been transformed. The very fields that federal prosecutors once called “ground zero for modern-day slavery” are now known as the best work environment in US agriculture.


“A sustainable blueprint for... freedom from forced labor, sexual harassment, and violence in the workplace...” -Roosevelt Institute (2013)

“Unique in the country” for preventing sexual violence. -PBS Frontline Producer (2014)

“One of the most successful and innovative programs” in the world today to uncover and prevent modern-day slavery. -President’s Advisory Council on Faith-Based and Neighborhood Partnerships (2013)

“A radically different accountability mechanism.” -EEOC Select Task for on the Study of Harassment in the Workplace (2016)

“This is the best workplace-monitoring program” in the US. -New York Times (2014)

“When I first visited Immokalee, I heard appalling stories of abuse and modern slavery. But now the tomato fields in Immokalee are probably the best working environment in American agriculture.” -Susan L. Marquis, Dean of the Pardee RAND Graduate School
How does the Program Work?

Buyers agree to purchase covered produce only from farms that meet the standards required by the Fair Food Code of Conduct, as verified by the Fair Food Standards Council (FFSC). They also pay their suppliers a small “Fair Food Premium,” known popularly as a “penny-per-pound,” but that in fact varies in amount according to the type of produce purchased. This money is then passed on to farmworkers in their regular paychecks to augment low wages.

Growers agree to implement the Fair Food Code of Conduct on their farms, to cooperate with monitoring by the FFSC, and to pass along the Fair Food Premium. Farms that fail to come into compliance with Code standards are suspended from the Program until they do, and cannot sell their product to Participating Buyers during that time.

To establish policies and procedures that ensure successful implementation of the Code’s provisions, the FFP established a Working Group, which includes Participating Grower representatives. The Working Group meets regularly to review Program implementation, discuss practical difficulties and, if necessary, recommend appropriate policy changes to ensure that the Code’s intent is realized on FFP farms.

What is the Code of Conduct?

The Fair Food Code of Conduct was drafted by farmworkers who understood the harsh conditions in the fields, and who asked that they:

- Not be the victims of forced labor, child labor, or violence.
  
  Earn at least minimum wage.
  
  Always be paid for the work they do.
  
  Go to work without being sexually harassed or verbally abused.
  
  Be able to report mistreatment or unsafe working conditions.
  
  Report those abuses without the fear of losing their job - or worse.
  
  Have shade, clean drinking water, and bathrooms in the fields.
  
  Be allowed to use the bathroom and drink water while working.
  
  Be able to rest to prevent exhaustion and heat stroke.
  
  Be permitted to leave the fields when there is lightning, pesticide spraying, or other dangerous conditions.
  
  Be transported to work in safe vehicles.
How are these standards guaranteed?

Farmworkers are excluded from many legal protections afforded to workers in other sectors. And under-resourced agencies could only attempt sporadic enforcement of those limited rights. Traditional, corporate-controlled, audit-based systems for monitoring workplace conditions have also been exposed as inadequate, intended to protect brand image rather than low-wage workers’ rights.

In fact, just weeks before the last slavery case was surfaced in Immokalee in 2008 (prior to the FFP), a grower-sponsored auditing organization certified labor conditions on the farms where the victims of forced labor had been working. In that case, workers were chained, beaten, and kept in a box truck at night, while being forced to work for no pay during the day. In a similarly tragic circumstance, the garment factories that collapsed at Rana Plaza in Bangladesh in 2013 - killing over 1100 workers - were also previously certified by a corporate-sponsored auditing organization. The workers who died needlessly simply had no safe channels to make their voices heard or to denounce life-threatening conditions and abuse.

In contrast, the Fair Food Program provides unprecedented transparency into the agricultural workplace, and rests upon a foundation of elements necessary for guaranteeing low-wage worker protections.

1. Worker-to-Worker Education

All workers employed at Fair Food Program farms learn about their unique protections through multiple educational mechanisms, with interactive sessions led by CIW’s Worker Education Committee, whose members are farmworkers themselves, principal among them. These discussions happen on company property, with the support of company management. Workers are compensated for their participation at an hourly rate. Beyond this, at the point of hire, before setting foot in the fields, all workers receive CIW’s Know Your Rights and Responsibilities (KYRR) handbook and watch a video produced by the Coalition, consisting of scenarios that demonstrate workers’ rights and responsibilities under the Program.

For the 35,000 workers employed at Fair Food Program farms each year, this training provides the knowledge needed to help identify abuses and dangers in the workplace, and to make protected, confidential complaints. As a result, thousands of workers have become the frontline monitors of their own rights and working conditions.

2. Complaint Resolution

When workers do encounter problems or abuse in the workplace, they have access to a safe and effective complaint process.

Through the Program’s toll-free complaint line, workers have 24/7 access to bilingual FFSC investigators who assist them in investigating and resolving any Code violations identified at FFP farms. Through the FFP’s collaborative, problem-solving approach to complaint resolution, a significant number of issues that do not rise to the level of Code violations are nonetheless also addressed by growers who now have a different view of their workforce and understand the benefits of these kinds of solutions.

Due to effective enforcement of the Code’s prohibition of retaliation against workers who voice complaints, workers confidently express their concerns.

3. Audits & Transparency

Workers may not always be aware of every possible problem, or willing to trust the complaint hotline. For this reason, in-depth audits are a necessary complement to the complaint process.

With full access to farm operations and payroll records, as well as extensive presence in the fields and housing camps through announced and unannounced audits, FFSC investigators have an unprecedented degree of insight into growers’ operations. Audits include in-depth interviews with management representatives, farm supervisors, and at least 50% of workers present at all farm locations. The thoroughness and rigor of these audits give FFSC the knowledge needed to ensure that growers’ practices are in full compliance with the Code of Conduct.

4. Market-Based Enforcement

For labor standards to be respected, they must be effectively enforced.

In the Fair Food Program, protection of farmworkers’ fundamental rights is backed by market consequences for farms that fail to come into compliance with the Code of Conduct. When suspended from the FFP, growers can no longer sell their product to the FFP’s Participating Buyers until their mandated suspension period has expired and their operations are compliant with the Code.

In turn, Participating Buyers only source covered produce from Participating Growers in good standing, providing a market incentive for growers who are holding up their end of the bargain.
### What has the Program accomplished?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Worker Interviews</strong></td>
<td>660 Worker-to-Worker Education Sessions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Workers in Attendance</strong></td>
<td>51,958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>KYRR Booklets Distributed</strong></td>
<td>220,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fair Food Premium paid by Participating Buyers</strong></td>
<td>$26,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wage increase from FFP Bucket-Filling Standard</strong></td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Recovered Wages</strong></td>
<td>$251,178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FFP Hotline Complaints</strong></td>
<td>20,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Audit Findings Addressed</strong></td>
<td>6,839</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**A New Day.**

On FFP farms, workers are:

- Working free of forced labor, child labor, sexual assault, and violence.
- Making complaints without the fear of losing their job - or worse.
- Harvesting according to the new visual bucket-filling standard.
- Receiving Fair Food Premium in their pay-checks.
- Working in an environment where sexual harassment, discrimination, and verbal abuse are not tolerated.
- Participating in Worker Health and Safety Committees.
- Not working in dangerous conditions, including pesticides and lightning.
- Accessing shade, clean drinking water, and bathrooms as needed.
- Living in safe and secure housing where charges do not reduce wages below minimum wage.

*As of April 2018. All other figures are as of October 2017.*
If you’ve read the news lately, you already understand: sexual abuse at work is ubiquitous in the United States, but obstacles to reporting abuse make it difficult to quantify sexual harassment and sexual violence. Research suggests that at least 1 in 3 women experience sexual harassment in the workplace; however, an estimated 75% of workplace sexual harassment is never reported to employers or the government.

Sadly, women who do step forward are unlikely to achieve a successful outcome. In 2015, the EEOC investigated 6,822 allegations of sexual harassment in the workplace. Claimants were successful only 25% of the time, and these cases normally take years to resolve. Victims may want closure quickly. Witnesses may be reluctant to come forward. Beyond this, the legal system presents real challenges related to burden of proof and proof of injury.

For the hundreds of thousands of farmworker women in the US, the situation is much worse. Human Rights Watch cites a 2010 survey of farmworker women in California’s Central Valley which found that 80 percent had experienced sexual harassment or assault. Indeed, sexual harassment and violence are so common that some farmworker women “see these abuses as an unavoidable condition of agricultural work.” As one female worker succinctly put it, “You allow it or they fire you.”

As an EEOC regional attorney told investigators, “Sexual violence doesn’t happen unless there’s an imbalance of power. And in the agricultural industry, the imbalance of power between perpetrator, company and the worker is probably at its greatest.”

Women employed at Fair Food Program farms now live a different reality. With education on their rights effectively conveying the message that women no longer have to tolerate abuse, coupled with access to a protected complaint mechanism, farmworker women now speak up without fear of retaliation or inaction. Supervisors found by the FFSC to have engaged in sexual harassment with physical contact are immediately terminated and banned from employment at other FFP farms for up to two years. Participating Growers must carry out these terminations, or face suspension from the FFP with the accompanying loss of ability to sell to Participating Buyers. Supervisors terminated for less severe forms of harassment or discrimination also face a program-wide ban. Allegations of sexual harassment are investigated and resolved with unprecedented speed, averaging less than three weeks.

These measures have brought an end to impunity for sexual violence and other forms of sexual harassment at Fair Food Program farms, where there have been zero cases of rape or attempted rape since the implementation of FFP standards in Season One. Cases of sexual harassment by supervisors with any type of physical contact have been virtually eliminated, with only one such case found since 2013.

After a year-long investigation of sexual assault in the fields from California to Florida, entitled “Rape in the Fields,” PBS Frontline declared the FFP to be the single most effective prevention program in the US agricultural industry. In an interview on NPR, the producer cited the FFP’s “proactive policies, the participation of workers, and the economic incentives placed on anti-harassment policies.”

“In Focus: Women in the Fields

Women employed at Fair Food Program farms now live a different reality. With education on their rights effectively conveying the message that women no longer have to tolerate abuse, coupled with access to a protected complaint mechanism, farmworker women now speak up without fear of retaliation or inaction. Supervisors found by the FFSC to have engaged in sexual harassment with physical contact are immediately terminated and banned from employment at other FFP farms for up to two years. Participating Growers must carry out these terminations, or face suspension from the FFP with the accompanying loss of ability to sell to Participating Buyers. Supervisors terminated for less severe forms of harassment or discrimination also face a program-wide ban. Allegations of sexual harassment are investigated and resolved with unprecedented speed, averaging less than three weeks.

These measures have brought an end to impunity for sexual violence and other forms of sexual harassment at Fair Food Program farms, where there have been zero cases of rape or attempted rape since the implementation of FFP standards in Season One. Cases of sexual harassment by supervisors with any type of physical contact have been virtually eliminated, with only one such case found since 2013.

After a year-long investigation of sexual assault in the fields from California to Florida, entitled “Rape in the Fields,” PBS Frontline declared the FFP to be the single most effective prevention program in the US agricultural industry. In an interview on NPR, the producer cited the FFP’s “proactive policies, the participation of workers, and the economic incentives placed on anti-harassment policies.”

“Before, we would hear about a contractor or supervisor who would take women to a private place, to the edge of the field, and we understood that sexual assault was what was happening.”

Now, we aren’t hearing these stories in the same way we used to.”

-Isabel, a 30 year-old Florida farmworker (2014)

“The work that (the FFP) does makes you feel that you are not so alone in this country. I think many women now have more courage to speak and not remain silent.”

-Amalia Mejía Díaz, former farmworker who FFSC helped with a sexual assault case (2015)
In Contrast: Mexico

The emergence of the Fair Food Program rapidly and significantly widened the human rights gap between the U.S. tomato industry and its competition in Mexico. At the same time that workers, growers, and retailers are making unprecedented investments to address poverty and human rights concerns in the U.S. tomato industry, the Mexican industry remains mired in gross and largely unchecked human rights abuses.23

Due to the rapid growth of exports by lower-cost producers in Mexico, Florida growers have faced increasing price pressure. In Mexico, cost advantage is driven in large part by lower wages and inferior, often grossly abusive working conditions. These conditions have been exposed in multiple investigative reports in recent years, including the LA Times’ multi-year investigative report Product of Mexico: Hardship on Mexico’s farms, a bounty for U.S. tables. This investigation into tomato, pepper, and cucumber mega-farms across nine Mexican states found:

• “Many farm laborers are essentially trapped for months at a time in rat-infested camps, often without beds and sometimes without functioning toilets or a reliable water supply.”

• “Some camp bosses illegally withhold wages to prevent workers from leaving during peak harvest periods.”

• “Laborers often go deep into debt paying inflated prices for necessities at company stores. Some are reduced to scavenging for food when their credit is cut off. It is common for laborers to head home penniless at the end of a harvest.”

• “Those who seek to escape their debts and miserable living conditions have to contend with guards, barbed-wire fences, and sometimes threats of violence from camp supervisors.”

• When three escapees from a growing operation called Bioparques notified the authorities, state and federal officials raided the labor camp and found “Two hundred seventy-five people had been trapped in the camp, including two dozen malnourished children. At least one man had been tied to a tree and beaten by camp bosses….”

• “Major U.S. companies have done little to enforce social responsibility guidelines that call for basic worker protections such as clean housing and fair pay practices.”

What is more, the LA Times report pointed out that “A year and a half later, however, the case of Bioparques speaks more to the impunity of Mexican agribusiness than to accountability.” Indeed, despite the exposure these conditions are receiving, the reports of abuse have continued. Late in May 2017, news broke of the disappearance of 80 indigenous Mexican farmworkers who vanished from a farm near Ciudad Juarez, Mexico, after they reported illegal wage deductions for food and housing that cut in half their already desperately low wages.30

An investigative report released by Univision in November 2017 identified the same abuses in Mexican agriculture – forced labor, child labor, extreme poverty, and unsafe working conditions – that the LA Times report had documented:

• “In Mexico’s fields, farmworkers live as if they were slaves every day….”

• “More than 1 million Mexicans are farmworkers that travel year after year to one of the states that produce products in order to work, and of that number, over 300,000 are children…”

• The report cited activists who have “documented the deaths of farmworkers that start with just a headache, because they have no kind of medical services. Moreover, they are forced to stay in the agricultural fields, working under threats that start at the beginning of their travel.”

• Finally, they emphasized the role of organized crime in Mexican fields: “In the last decade, more than 200 farmworkers have disappeared from this country without a trace.”31

In stark contrast to the situation in Mexican agriculture, Fair Food Program growers’ partnership with farmworkers and Participating Buyers has helped forge the most modern, humane workplace in global agriculture.
The Fair Food Program has made tremendous progress since it was first implemented across the Florida tomato industry in 2011. However, much work remains to be done.

While key food industry leaders have joined the FFP, many more corporate buyers remain on the sidelines of what has become the most important farm labor reform movement in over a century for the East Coast’s agricultural industry. By refusing to join the Program, these non-participating buyers not only fail to shoulder their rightful share of the costs of safeguarding human rights in their supply chain but in fact undermine the progress that has already been made by exerting a destructive downward pressure on farmworker wages through their traditional buying practices. As importantly, non-participating buyers also continue to provide a “low bar” market for growers who are unwilling to meet the high standards and rigorous enforcement of the Fair Food Program.

In other words, growers who are suspended from the FFP, or those who refuse to join in the first place, can be secure in the knowledge that a significant segment of corporate buyers will purchase their produce, no questions asked. This poses a meaningful competitive disadvantage to Participating Growers who are making the necessary and significant investments to comply with the Code. Those ethical growers deserve to be rewarded with real and sustained commitment from a growing base of Participating Buyers. With every additional buyer that joins the Program, farmworkers will receive greater and more consistent amounts of Fair Food Premium, and Participating Growers will enjoy the benefits and security of real market commitment to fundamentally human rights from the retail food industry.

The Program’s groundbreaking standards have already begun to travel. In the summer of 2015, the FFP expanded its coverage in tomatoes, including Florida bell pepper and strawberry operations. Outside the protections of the Fair Food Program, U.S. farmworkers remain subject to a well-documented array of unfair labor practices and abuses that contribute to hostile and dangerous work environments. Even a small sample of news headlines from recent years (see right) underscores the breadth and severity of these problems. In 2015, the EEOC won a jury verdict of more than $17 million in damages to female farmworkers who had been subjected to coerced sex, groping, and verbal abuse by farm managers while employed by Moreno Farms in Florida. Unfortunately, that judgment is unlikely to ever be collected from the company which ceased operations after the case was decided, leaving the owners free to reorganize and create similarly abusive environments for other workers. In 2016, Red Diamond Farms, one of the largest Florida tomato suppliers that has refused to join the Fair Food Program, was assessed $1.4 million in penalties by the Department of Labor for unlawful hiring and pay practices. In 2017, Bland Farms - the largest grower of sweet onions in the United States - was ordered by a U.S. district court in Georgia to pay more than $1.4 million in back wages and damages to farmworkers. And a lawsuit filed in January 2018 alleges that operators of Saraband Farms, a Washington blueberry farm, repeatedly threatened immigrant workers with deportation, provided them with insufficient meals and told them to work “unless they were on their death bed.” Last summer, workers at Saraband Farm went on strike after one of their coworkers was hospitalized. Workers said that managers at the farm had ignored his requests to see a doctor before his death.

Unfortunately, until market-incentives are aligned so that it is more profitable to adhere to humane labor standards than to ignore them - until there is a credible, enforceable threat of losing market share as a result of unfair treatment of farmworkers - these headlines about remedies sought after abuses have taken place represent the best case scenario for many farmworkers.

The Fair Food Program and Worker-driven Social Responsibility Programs

In December 2015, two workers spoke to investigators about experiencing abusive work conditions at a Florida strawberry farm that has not joined the FFP, where they were not allowed to take breaks and where field supervisors would fire workers if they stopped to drink water. In contrast, the workers said that, at the FFP strawberry farm where they were working now, they felt treated with respect and enjoyed working for a company that respected their rights.

In February 2016, a worker spoke to an investigator about his experience with racism and abusive working conditions at blueberry farms in Michigan, and how much better his experience on FFP farms had been. “Here, you can work with dignity regardless of your education or color.”
The Fair Food Program, which is currently negotiating opportunities for expansion in two additional geographic regions and new crops, influences workplaces and supply chain initiatives far beyond itself. The FFP was the first comprehensive, fully functional model of the new Worker-driven Social Responsibility (WSR) paradigm, a human rights approach designed by workers themselves and anchored by legally binding agreements between the workers’ organization and the signatory retail brands who are the major customers of the suppliers who employ the workers. WSR holds tremendous promise for addressing human and labor rights abuses in global supply chains.

Internationally, WSR has been implemented through the 2013 Accord on Fire and Building Safety in Bangladesh in that country’s garment sector. This followed a series of horrific factory fires and building collapses in the supply chains of major US and European clothing brands. Union and witness signatories to the Accord included two global labor unions, eight Bangladeshi labor federations, and four NGOs. With more than 200 brand signatories, the Accord covers some two million workers. Many of the factories that employ these workers have undergone a tremendous transformation to ensure their structural integrity and fire safety. In 2018, the Accord was extended five years to continue its progress.

To accelerate the growth of WSR, in 2015, seven organizations from diverse sectors and fields of expertise, both domestic and international, came together to form the Worker-driven Social Responsibility Network. This multi-disciplinary collaboration drew from some of its members’ unique success with the FFP and the Accord. CIW was a founding member of the network, and the Fair Food Standards Council serves as technical advisor. The network’s purpose is to build understanding of the WSR model among workers, workers’ organizations and the signatory retail brands who are the major customers of the suppliers who employ the workers. WSR holds tremendous promise for addressing human and labor rights abuses in global supply chains.

One of the Network’s promising accomplishments on the ground is a nascent WSR adaptation on Vermont dairy farms known as Milk with Dignity. This program was created by Migrant Justice, a worker-based human rights organization, with multi-year technical assistance from CIW, FFSC, and other network members during four overlapping stages: exploration, standards development and program design; campaign and negotiations; and implementation. On October 3, 2017, Migrant Justice signed a legally binding agreement with Ben & Jerry’s to launch the program in that iconic brand’s supply chain. As of 2018, Milk with Dignity is now operational on Vermont dairy farms and monitored by the newly established Milk with Dignity Standards Council.

The Network is also building field-wide support for WSR among important actors in the labor and human rights movements. More than 50 leading organizations and individuals have endorsed the WSR Statement of Principles. These principles were developed by the network’s coordinating committee over the past two years and outline cornerstone elements for the establishment and enforcement of the rights of workers in global supply chains. The organizational endorsers range from the AFL-CIO and Jobs with Justice to Human Rights Watch and Freedom Network USA. Individual endorsers range in background and include many important academics, researchers, and authors on these issues. The network will continue to spread awareness of WSR and secure endorsements from additional US and international organizations.

Beyond the WSR Network, the CIW has also participated in several high-level forums and other engagements related to the possible application of the FFP model and WSR paradigm. These include presentations to the Annual Forums of the United Nations Working Group on Business and Human Rights, the United Nations Special Rapporteur on Trafficking in Persons, the European Union, and the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe. The CIW has also participated in delegations organized by the AFL-CIO Solidarity Center to consult with Moroccan farmworkers and has engaged other US and international groups exploring supply chain labor rights initiatives.

Additionally, in recent months, CIW has hosted delegations of worker organizations from other agricultural sectors, as well as the janitorial, construction and poultry industries, who are seeking to adapt the Fair Food Program’s model of worker-driven social responsibility to their workplaces.
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